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Background

Bail is a cornerstone of our justice system. It is also one of the most difficult

and potentially contentious areas. On the one hand, allowing a defendant

to remain at liberty is consistent with the presumption of innocence and

reduces the cost of imprisonment. On the other hand, if a defendant is

released on bail the community may be at risk of the defendant absconding,

committing an offence or attempting to pervert the course of justice.

For bail to be effective, the defendant must attend court as required.

Defendants can be on bail for days, months or in exceptional circumstances

even years depending upon their plea, the nature of the charge, the

complexity of the case and the availability of the court. If the defendant

fails to attend court, justice is delayed, the court is inconvenienced and

police resources are required to reapprehend the defendant.

Defendants either not granted bail or unable to meet bail requirements

are detained in custody as remand prisoners. Remand prisoners should be

housed in accommodation commensurate with their security rating and

not be detained longer than necessary.

Remand prisoners comprise 13 per cent of the prison population. Ninety

per cent of remand prisoners are male and 80 per cent are held in

metropolitan prisons. The annual cost of detaining remand prisoners is

about $10.5 million.

Overall Findings and Conclusions

Bail

While 94 per cent of arrested persons are granted bail, about 20 per cent

fail in their obligation by absconding.

The breach rate varies amongst the different types of bail. Personal bail

with a surety; used in 16 per cent of instances, was the most effective with a

breach rate of 11 per cent. Far less successful were personal undertaking

and personal bail, which had breach rates of 22 per cent. These types of

bail were used in 79 per cent and five per cent of instances, respectively.

Breach of bail
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Twenty per cent of defendants who breach bail remain at large after one

year. Breaching bail not only delays justice but also is costly. Court matters

have to be postponed, causing court down time and inconvenience to

witnesses and prosecution. The cost to the Police Service in reapprehending

defendants is equivalent to about seven police officers per annum.

Deterring the breaching of bail is essential if bail is to be effective. Penalty

provisions are significant. Defendants charged and convicted are liable to

imprisonment and/or fine of up to three years and $3 000. Forfeiture of the

defendant and surety’s bail may also result.

However, the value of these deterrents appears to be significantly

diminished because:

n 53 per cent of defendants were not charged for breach of bail. The Police

Service advises that officers have now been instructed to charge

defendants that breach bail.

n in 77 per cent of convictions for breach of bail involving a set bail

amount, the Magistrate was not advised by Perth Court Administration

that a bail amount was involved. Therefore, forfeiture could not be

ordered.

n 26 per cent of requests for forfeiture of surety bail are withdrawn by

the Perth Court Administration because the defendant was not charged

with breach of bail.

Fines forgone and bail not forfeited is estimated to be $3.9 million per

annum. However, even if these penalties were imposed, it is unlikely they

would be collected. Eighty seven per cent of fines for breach of bail remain

unpaid after eight months.

These deficiencies can be viewed in the context of delays in the development

of bail legislation over the last three decades. In 1976 the Government

referred issues of bail to the Law Reform Commission. The resulting Bail

Bill was passed by Parliament in 1982 but was not proclaimed until 1989.

In May 1990 a ministerial review reported on the inherent difficulties in

the Act. The review recommendations are now part of the 1997–98 legislative

program. The Ministry of Justice has advised that another review of bail is

planned.

Deterrent to breaching

bail

Bail Act
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Remand

Since 1990–91, the number of remand prisoners has increased by 200 per

cent causing growing pressure on the prison system. The Remand Centre

has for several years been unable to accommodate all metropolitan male

remand prisoners. Consequently, the Ministry of Justice has been forced

to detain remand prisoners in Casuarina Prison and convert many single

cells to double bunk cells.

The capacity of the prison system to absorb many more remand prisoners

is limited. No spare capacity exists in metropolitan prisons and amongst

all prisons spare capacity is down to 3.5 per cent. Whilst additional

accommodation proposals are being considered, any new facility is likely to

be some years from becoming operational.

The construction and operating cost of any new facility would depend upon

the level of security it must provide. Nearly all remand prisoners are

detained as maximum-security prisoners. However, many remand prisoners

are not a maximum-security risk. About $1.3 million could be saved if 30

per cent of remand prisoners were held in a low security prison.

Significant potential exists to reduce the number of remand prisoners:

n eighteen per cent of remand prisoners are released on bail within two

days. These prisoners were unable to arrange bail prior to being sent

to remand. Many may not have been remanded if the bail system was

better understood.

n many remand prisoners are unable to find a person to act as surety,

even when the bail amount is small. Twenty five per cent of surety bail

for prisoners on remand involved amounts of less than $1 000.

Reducing remand prisoner numbers also eases Government’s duty of care

burden. Prison is a difficult and potentially dangerous environment. Assault

and incidents of self-harm are relatively common. One cause is boredom

and prisoner inactivity. Little work is available and remand prisoners often

choose not to occupy themselves with other activities. Provision of

meaningful activities could result in fewer injuries and lower staff costs.

Improving work skills would also better equip longer-term prisoners to

obtain work upon release. About 74 per cent of remanded prisoners were

unemployed prior to arrest.

Accommodation needs

Type of

accommodation

required

Potential to reduce

the number of

remand prisoners

Prisoner risk
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Remand prisoners have made 18 suicide attempts and 83 other attempts at

self-harm in the last three years. Maintaining safe custody and prison security

depends upon trained prison officers. A 1997 internal occupational health and

safety audit rated the level of prison officer training at 30 per cent; well below

the 60 per cent level considered acceptable. Whilst some training needs have

now been addressed, prison management advise that ongoing training is

hampered by the difficulty in releasing staff from daily functions.

Summary of Recommendations

n The Ministry and the Courts analyse and consider :

q the circumstances where the various types of bail are most

effective.

q opportunities to increase the use of up front payment of

personal bail.

q standardising the administrative processes for defendant

and surety bail forfeiture.

n The Ministry and the Police Service monitor changes in the

charge rate of breach of bail.

n The Ministry and Government when considering future prison

requirements, investigate opportunities to accommodate

remand prisoners in lower security prisons.

n The Ministry:

q resolve the identified deficiencies relating to the collection

of fines for breach of bail.

q speed up arrangements by which defendants obtain bail

and thereby reduce the numbers in remand.

q complete as a matter of priority the planned review of

bail.

q investigate ways to provide remand prisoners with work

skills that will aid them to return to or find work on

release.

q conduct a comprehensive skills assessment of prison

officers and provide training to address identified

deficiencies.

Prison officer training
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Background

When an individual is arrested and charged with committing an offence,

there is invariably a delay before a court deals with the case. Some delay is

a necessary part of the justice system, as it provides time for both the

prosecution and the defence to prepare for the court appearance.

Depending upon the plea, the nature of the charge, the complexity of the

case, and the availability of the court, the delay may vary from a few days

to several months or in exceptional circumstances, even years. During this

time, the defendant may be granted bail or may be detained in prison.

Figure 1: Judicial process from time of arrest

Defendants are either released on bail or detained.

Source: OAG

Bail

Bail is a defendant’s undertaking to attend court in return for release from

custody. For bail to be effective, the defendant must attend court on the

date required by the court. If the defendant fails to attend, the delivery of

justice is delayed, the court is inconvenienced and police resources are

required to reapprehend the defendant.

The provision of bail is one of the most difficult and potentially contentious

areas in the administration of justice. On the one hand, if the defendant is

Bail Bail

Remand

CourtArrest

p p

p p

p

p p

Lock-up
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released on bail the community may be at risk of the defendant absconding,

committing an offence or attempting to pervert the course of justice. On

the other hand, it is desirable wherever possible for the defendant to remain

at liberty:

n as there is a presumption of innocence;

n to arrange for the preparation of a defence;

n to discharge responsibilities to family and the community; and

n to limit the burden on public funds from detention in custody.

The decision to grant or refuse bail is a reflection of the assessment of these

conflicting considerations. The decision is at the discretion of the judicial

officer or authorised officer in whom jurisdiction is vested.

The bail process begins at the time of arrest. Police have discretion to grant

bail in certain circumstances, such as for minor offences. The court makes

decisions relating to bail once the defendant appears, or is scheduled to

appear, in court.

The granting of bail to a defendant may be conditional upon another person

(surety) agreeing to forfeit a set bail amount if the defendant fails to attend

court. Acceptance of a person as a surety requires approval by a judicial

officer or authorised officer regarding their character, influence over the

defendant and ability to pay. Justices of the Peace usually make most

decisions relating to surety applicants.

Defendants either not granted bail or unable to meet bail requirements

are detained in custody as remand prisoners.

Remand

Remand prisoners are a significant proportion of the total prison population.

As at June 1997, about 13 per cent of the prison population of 2 255 were

remand prisoners.

Remand prisoners are also steadily increasing in number. Since 1990–91

the total annual number of remand prisoners received has increased by

200 per cent1.

1 Remand prisoners may be received more than once due to multiple court appearances.
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Figure 2: Number of remand prisoners received since 1987–1988

The number of remand prisoners received has increased by 200 per cent since 1990–91.

Source: Ministry of Justice

Most remand prisoners are held in metropolitan prisons. The composition

of remand prisoners is:

n ninety one per cent male and nine per cent female;

n eighty per cent are detained in metropolitan prisons and 20 per cent in

country prisons;

n ninety two per cent of metropolitan male remand prisoners are held in

the maximum-security Campbell Remand Centre or Casuarina Prison;

and

n all female metropolitan remand prisoners are held in the maximum-

security Bandyup Women’s Prison.

The cost to the Government of detaining an average of 250 remand prisoners

is approximately $10.5 million per annum.
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Examination Focus and Approach

The objective of the examination was to assess the effectiveness of bail

arrangements, the remand process and the management of remand

prisoners.

The scope of the examination included the:

n administrative procedures involved in the provision of bail and

arranging of surety;

n extent of breach of bail;

n accommodation arrangements for prisoners in remand;

n costs and risks to the State of remand prisoners;

n training of prison officers; and

n management information supporting bail and remand arrangements.

The examination did not look at the exercise of judicial decisions or at the

administration of bail and remand of juveniles. Most analysis was restricted

to the Perth metropolitan area.
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Conclusions

n Twenty per cent of defendants granted bail fail in their

obligation to attend court as required.

n Twenty per cent of defendants who breach bail remain at large

after one year.

n Over half the defendants who breach bail are not charged for

the offence.

n Most defendants who breach bail and are convicted and fined

by the court do not pay the fine.

n Many sureties of defendants who breach bail do not have their

surety bail amount forfeited.

n The State is forgoing $3.9 million per annum in fines and bail

forfeiture.

n Improvements to the Bail Act recommended in 1990 have yet to

be implemented.

Background

Bail is a defendant’s undertaking to attend court in return for release from

custody, either of his own undertaking or upon the guarantee of others. At

the time of arrest, police have discretion to grant bail in certain

circumstances. This can occur either at a police station or police lockup.

Defendants not granted bail by the police are brought before the court as

soon as practical, normally at the court’s next sitting. Defendants granted

bail by the police are required to attend court on a specified date within

seven days. The court then makes decisions relating to bail.

The Bail Act 1982 specifies the principles governing granting and refusal

of bail. These include:

n nature and seriousness of the alleged offence;

n risk of the defendant failing to appear in court as required;

n risk of the defendant committing an offence;
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n risk of the defendant endangering the safety, welfare, or property of any

person; and

n risk of the defendant interfering with witnesses or otherwise obstructing

the course of justice.

If granted bail, failure to attend court as required is an offence punishable

by a fine and/or imprisonment. The court may also order forfeiture of any

bail amount.

In 1996–97, 41 780 individuals were arrested and taken to a police lockup2.

Of these 17 641 were then released on bail. Defendants not granted bail by

the police were detained until the next court sitting. It is not known how

many persons were arrested and granted bail at a police station.

Types of Bail

There are three types of bail:

n personal undertaking to appear in court, but where no bail amount is

set;

n personal bail, where the defendant agrees to forfeit a sum of money if

bail is breached; and

n personal bail with surety, where the defendant and another person

(surety) each agree to forfeit a bail amount if bail is breached.

Ninety four per cent of defendants are granted bail at their first court

appearance or bail is extended if the police granted it at the time of arrest.

Of these, 79 per cent are considered a low risk of absconding or behaving

unlawfully whilst at liberty and thus are released on a personal

undertaking. Sixteen per cent were granted personal bail with surety while

personal bail alone was used in only five per cent of instances.

A bail condition may be imposed if it is considered it will sufficiently remove

the risk of the defendant absconding or behaving unlawfully. There are

two broad types of conditions; those designed to ensure the appearance of

2 There are five lockups in the Metropolitan area.
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the defendant at court and those concerned with the defendant’s conduct

whilst at liberty. The most common conditions are:

n reporting periodically to a specified police station;

n not contacting specified people such as witnesses; and

n not going near particular locations.

Where bail was granted, conditions were imposed 14 per cent of the time.

In half of these instances a surety was also required.

Figure 3: Types of bail granted

Personal undertaking is the type of bail most commonly granted
Source: OAG

Appealing bail decisions

Defendants have a right to appeal bail decisions to the Supreme Court.3

The process involves submitting to the court a Notice of Motion and an

affidavit detailing the basis of the appeal.

While the appeal process is straightforward, it can be confusing for those without

legal representation. The process is not documented, there is no information

leaflet and standard forms are not used to guide a prospective appellant. The

Legal Aid Commission believes an appeal kit should be developed so

3  As distinct from reapplying for bail on the basis of new facts or changed circumstances.
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those unrepresented defendants can appeal against a bail decision. Neither the

Commission nor the Ministry of Justice (MOJ) has developed such a kit to date.

Breach of Bail
Central to the effectiveness of bail is that the defendant attends court on the

required date. It is to be expected that some defendants will fail to attend court

on the day required for a variety of reasons, some of which may be acceptable

to the court. However, the 20 per cent overall breach of bail rate found during

the examination raises concerns about the effectiveness of the bail system.

Effectiveness varied amongst the different types of bail. Personal bail with

surety was the most effective in ensuring court attendance, with a breach

rate of 11 per cent. Personal undertaking and personal bail were the least

successful, with breach rates of about 22 per cent.

The addition of bail conditions was effective in reducing breach of bail for

persons released on surety to six per cent and on personal bail to 14 per

cent. However, almost no improvement was obtained from adding bail

conditions to personal undertakings (Figure 4).

The condition of reporting periodically to a police station is usually imposed

to reduce the risk of the defendant absconding, but only reduced the breach

rate marginally to 17 per cent. The breach rate for bail with other conditions

was 11 per cent.

Figure 4: Bail breach rate
Imposition of surety and conditions reduces the breach of bail rate.

Source: OAG
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Delay in Delivery of Justice

Breaching bail delays the delivery of justice. Trials are usually postponed

until the defendant is reapprehended.

Analysis of warrants of arrest for breaching bail issued prior to May 1,

1996 found that 40 per cent of defendants were reapprehended within four

weeks. However, the reapprehension rate diminished thereafter. Of

particular concern, is that 20 per cent of defendants were still at large and

had avoided justice for over one year.

Figure 5: Time taken for defendants breaching bail to reappear in court

Twenty per cent of defendants who breach bail have yet to be reapprehended after one

year.
Source: OAG
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be adjourned which causes additional expense and inconvenience to the
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Deterrent to Breaching Bail

Deterring the breaching of bail is essential if the bail system is to work

effectively. Defendants need to be aware of the potential to be fined or

imprisoned. Under the Bail Act 1982, defendants must read or have read

to them their obligations and the penalties if they fail to comply. Credibility

of the bail system then requires application of these penalties to the extent

considered appropriate by the judiciary.

The penalty provisions are significant. Defendants charged and convicted

of breaching bail and for failing to appear at the specified court as soon as

practicable after breaching bail are liable for a $3 000 fine or three years

imprisonment, or both for each offence. Forfeiture of the defendant and

surety’s bail may also result.

Charged and Fined or Imprisoned

The examination found that the police did not charge 53 per cent of persons

reapprehended after breaching bail for the breach offence. None were

charged for failing to attend court as soon as practicable thereafter.

Some of these persons may have had extenuating circumstances that were

accepted by the police. Nevertheless, the high proportion not charged

precludes the court from the possibility of penalising breaches of bail, and

thereby compromises the deterrent effect of the bail system. Furthermore,

the Government is forgoing an estimated $1.7 million per annum in fines,

though as shown below, the collection rate on fines imposed for breach of bail

is low. The Police Service advised that instructions have now been issued to

their officers directing charges be laid in relation to breach of bail.

Where defendants were charged and convicted of breach of bail, penalties

were found to vary from a $20 fine to six months imprisonment. Prison

sentences were imposed in 17 per cent of occasions with the average

sentence being 5.5 months. It is not known what proportion of these prison

sentences were to be served concurrently with other sentences. The average

fine was $190 with most fines ranging from $20 to $200.

53% of th
ose

caught a
re not

charged fo
r

breaching

 bail.
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Penalty %

Prison sentence  17%

Fine
$0–$100 32%

$101–$200 81% 28%
$201–$300 13%

$301 + 8%

Intensive Supervision Order 2%

Table 1: Penalties imposed for breaching bail
Sixty per cent of those convicted were fined $200 or less, but 17 per cent received a prison

sentence.
Source: OAG

The deterrent effect of a penalty is usually maximised by the immediacy of

its application and enforcement. However, only seven per cent of fines were

found to have been paid within the court imposed time limit, with a further

six per cent of fines paid after referral to the Fines Enforcement Registry

(FER)4. The remaining 87 per cent of fines remained unpaid after eight

months.

The role of FER is to enforce payment of fines by suspending drivers or

motor vehicle licences. Continued non-payment of fines can then lead to

the issuing of a warrant of execution, which instructs the Sheriff to confiscate

goods to the value of the fine. This examination identified some areas for

concern about enforcing payment of fines. They include:

n delays of six or more months in issuing warrants of execution; and

n sixty per cent of warrants are not satisfied because of an inability to

obtain current address.

MOJ advise that they are examining ways to address these concerns

including the level of resources required to effectively undertake the process.

Forfeiture of Defendant’s Bail

In addition to being fined and/or imprisoned, persons who breach bail are also

subject to forfeiture of any set bail amount. This should be a key deterrent.

4 From a sample taken of two courts.

87% of fin
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Forfeiture of bail can occur when the defendant:

n is charged by the police and convicted by the court; or

n breaches bail for 12 months or longer and is not rearrested or does not

attend court. In this case forfeiture is automatic.

However, the examination found that this deterrent is often not applied.

As previously mentioned, 53 per cent of persons who breached bail were

not charged by the police. Therefore, those with set bail amounts not only

avoided being fined and/or imprisoned, but also avoided forfeiture of their

bail amount.

Even when a defendant is charged and convicted, forfeiture may not always

be ordered. In 77 per cent of instances where a defendant was convicted in

the Perth Magistrates’ Court, the Magistrate was not advised that a bail

amount was involved and therefore was not in a position to consider ordering

forfeiture.

Furthermore, no instances were found of automatic forfeiture being applied.

Responsibility for initiating automatic bail forfeiture where defendants

breach bail for more than one year rests with Court Administration.

The estimated forfeited bail forgone from not charging all the defendants

who breach bail, and by not supplying the Magistrate with the bail amounts

involved is $1.2 million per year5.

Collection of forfeited bail is not simple, as bail amounts are rarely required

to be deposited prior to the defendant’s release on bail. Rather, the court

takes action to acquire the bail amount from the defendant should bail be

breached. MOJ does not keep records that enable the recovery rate to be

determined. However, as the collection process is the same as for payment

of fines, the recovery rate it is likely to be about 13 per cent.

Forfeiture of the Surety’s Bail Amount

As shown earlier, a surety is more effective than other types of bail in

deterring a breach of bail. However, the deterrent effect and credibility of

5 Assuming half of the defendants would not be convicted by the court.
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the system depends upon forfeiture of the surety bail if the defendant

breaches bail. For these reasons the surety approval process is designed to

ensure that:

n persons entering into the undertaking does so with full knowledge of

their obligations and the consequences of the defendant breaching bail; and

n the surety has the capacity to honour their undertaking.

In the event that a defendant breaches bail, it is the responsibility of the

Court Administration to submit to the court a request to forfeit the surety.

The court then decides whether there was reasonable cause for the

defendant not to comply with bail requirements.

However, Court Administration sometimes takes decisions regarding

forfeiture of bail sureties. Perth Court Administration will withdraw the

forfeiture request if it becomes aware that the defendant has not been

charged and penalised for breach of bail. This occurs in 26 per cent of

instances (Table 2).

This practice though leads to inequity amongst sureties:

n in 50 per cent of instances the forfeiture request proceeded even though

the defendant was not charged. This occurred because the Perth Court

Administration was unaware that the defendant had not been charged.

n At the Fremantle Court forfeiture requests proceed regardless of

whether the defendant has been charged with breach of bail.

The estimated value of bail sureties withdrawn is $1 million per year.6

Defendant–Charged for Surety–Request for forfeiture %

breach of bail  proceeded at Perth Court

No No 18%

Yes No 7%

Outstanding No 1%

No Yes 50%

Outstanding Yes 2%

Yes Yes 22%

Table 2: Requests for Forfeiture of Surety’s bail
Twenty six per cent of requests for forfeiture of surety’s bail were withdrawn.

Source: OAG

6 Assuming half of the defendants had valid reasons for not attending.

25% of re
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Fifty six per cent of forfeited surety bail was paid. While this rate is still

low and cause for concern, it is nevertheless substantially higher than that

for forfeited defendant’s bail. This may be because defendants unlike sureties

are not required to disclose financial details to support their ability to pay

the set bail amount if required. Table 3 below shows some examples of

assessment of surety capacity to pay if required.

Surety Net Surety Asset Breakdown Debts

Bail Worth Decision Car Furniture House

$2 000 ($2 250) accepted $3 250 ($5 500)

$1 000  $650 accepted $2 000 $500 ($1 850)

$2 000 $2 000 accepted $2 000 –

$500 $900 accepted $900 –

$1 500 $2 000 accepted $2 000 –

$1 000 $9 100 rejected* $850 $8 250 – –

$5 000 $41 700 rejected* $58 000 ($16 300)

$5 000 $13 000 rejected* $5 000 $8 000 – –

$3 000 $5 900 rejected* $5 900 –

$1 000 $1 700 rejected* $1 200 $500 –

* surety rejected due to insufficient assets

Table 3: Assessment of surety bail applications

The capacity of the surety to pay if required is assessed.

Source: OAG

Administration of Bail

Management Information

MOJ lacks information to determine the effectiveness of bail. Information

needed includes:

n number of defendants granted bail;

n the types and conditions of bail and the characteristics of the defendant;

n the breach rate of the various types and conditions of bail; and

n historical and interstate comparisons for benchmarking.
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Such information would enable analysis of the effectiveness of the various

types and conditions of bail. This, in turn, would provide the capacity to

analyse the circumstances in which a particular bail type or condition is

more likely to be effective. Such information might also be useful to the

court in reaching decisions on the selection and application of the most

appropriate types of bail and conditions.

Review of the Bail Act 1982

The history of various reviews of the Bail Act has been characterised by

delays.

In 1976 the Government referred the issues of bail to the Law Reform

Commission for study and report. At that time the law with regard to bail

was contained in a number of different statutes and was considered

incomplete and in places unclear.

During 1976 and 1977 the Commission held wide ranging discussions with

persons involved in the bail process including the police, judiciary and

remand prisoners. In March 1979 the Commission submitted its report to

government. The Government undertook further consultation until 1982

when the Bail Bill was passed by Parliament. However, proclamation of

the Act did not occur until February 1989.

Soon after proclamation, procedural difficulties inherent in the legislation

led to a Ministerial review. The review panel, which included the Under-

Secretary for Law, reported their findings in May 1990. The Panel made a

number of recommendations including amendments to:

n repeal Section 11(3), which precludes the officer in charge of a lock-up

or prison from authorising the release of a defendant from custody.

Repealing this should reduce delays in releasing persons from custody

and be consistent with Section 29(h).

n clarify that police officers are expected to initiate prosecutions for

offences relating to breach of bail.

n provide the police with more scope and flexibility in dispensing with

bail for minor offences.
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As at June 1997, the recommendations of the review panel have not been

translated into legislative amendments. However, MOJ has advised that

amendments to the Act are now part of the Government’s 1997–98

legislative program.

MOJ also advised that yet another review of bail is pending.

Recommendations

n The Ministry and the Courts analyse and consider:

q the circumstances where the various types of bail are most

effective.

q opportunities to increase the use of up front payment of

personal bail.

q standardising the administrative processes for defendant

and surety bail forfeiture.

n The Ministry and the Police Service monitor changes in the

charge rate of breach of bail.

n The Ministry resolves the identified deficiencies in the

collection of fines for breach of bail.

n The planned review of bail by MOJ address the matters

identified in this report and is completed as a matter of

priority.
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Conclusions

n The number of prisoners held in remand is increasing rapidly.

n Increases in the remand prison population are worsening the

overcrowding in the rest of the State’s prisons. Over 25 per

cent of male metropolitan remand prisoners are held in the

maximum-security Casuarina Prison.

n At least 30 per cent of remand prisoners might be considered

low security risk and therefore could be placed in less costly

prison accommodation, if available, at an annual saving of

$1.3 million.

n Potential exists to reduce the number of remand prisoners.

Many remand prisoners are released on bail within two days

or remain in remand because of an inability to arrange surety

bail of less than $1 000.

n Facilities to keep remand prisoners occupied and out of trouble

are limited.

n Prison officer training is inadequate.

Background
The alternative to granting bail is to detain defendants in custody. This

has several important consequences, including:

n impact on the defendants capacity to discharge family and community

responsibilities;

n need for prison accommodation and associated costs; and

n duty of care to the defendant whilst in custody.

Appropriate detention of remand prisoners requires that they not be

detained longer than necessary and that they be treated in accordance

with the Standard Guidelines for Corrections in Australia, including:

n prisoners should be placed in…“the lowest level of security for which

they qualify, taking into account individual prisoner needs and the need

to separate each category of prisoners, while at the same time ensuring

their continued safe custody”;
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n “the treatment of remand prisoners must not be less favourable than

that of sentenced prisoners”;

n “where practical remand prisoners must not be put in contact with

convicted prisoners against their will”; and

n “where work is available, remand prisoners should be offered the

opportunity to work, but must not be required to work”.

Need for Remand Accommodation

In the metropolitan area, male remand prisoners are usually held at the

Campbell Remand Centre, which can hold 170 prisoners. When the Remand

Centre is full, any additional male remand prisoners are placed in

Casuarina Prison. All female remand prisoners are placed in Bandyup

Women’s Prison.

In the country, remand prisoners are generally placed in the closest

appropriate prison.

The Auditor General Des Pearson (second left) with the examination team leader
and senior prison managers inspecting the Remand Centre.
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As at June 1997 the remand prisoner population was 307 out of a total

prison population of 2 255.

The number of remand prisoners held at any point in time fluctuates

considerably due to such factors as; the level of crime, extent of police

enforcement, court backlogs, changes to legislation and changing population

demographics. Seasonal reductions also occur during December.

There is, however, an underlying growth in the remand prison population,

particularly amongst metropolitan male prisoners.

A number of measures have been taken by MOJ to accommodate the growth:

n more remand prisoners have been accommodated in Casuarina Prison.

In June 1994, 27 remand prisoners were held in Casuarina.  This

increased to a peak of 108 in March 1997. As at June 1997, 60 remand

prisoners were held in Casuarina Prison.

n some single cells have been converted to double bunk cells at both the

Remand Centre and Casuarina Prison. However cell size or ventilation

has not been increased and related facilities such as showers, visiting

areas and observation cells have not been extended.

n sentenced prisoners have been transferred from Casuarina Prison to

maximum-security prisons in the country to make room for remand

prisoners. This practice can be stressful, especially if the prisoner’s

family lives in the metropolitan area. Lord Justice Woolf’s review of

Prison Disturbances in 1990 in England and Wales found that

disaffected transferred prisoners were central to the incidents that led

to the prison disturbances.

These measures are recognised by MOJ as short-term solutions at best.

Longer-term solutions including additional accommodation proposals are

being considered. However, as shown below, forecast growth and high

volatility in remand prisoner numbers will necessitate significant additional

accommodation if long-term needs are to be met.
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Figure 6: Male remand prisoner accommodation shortfall in metropolitan area

Underlying growth in remand prisoner numbers is putting increasing pressure on prison

accommodation.

Source: OAG

Until any long-term solution is implemented, remand prisoners must

continue to be accommodated in other prisons. However, spare capacity

amongst all prisons is down to 3.5 per cent with many prisons already

accommodating in excess of their design capacity (Table 4).
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Prison Standard Peak  Prisoner Spare

Capacity Capacity* Numbers Capacity

Bandyup 83 95 110 (15)

Total Female Metropolitan 83 95 110 (15)

Canning Vale (Maximum) 305 305 316 (11)

Casuarina (Maximum) 360** 457** 482 (25)

Remand Centre (Maximum) 147 167 162 5

Wooroloo (Minimum) 162*** 162*** 132 30

Total Male Metropolitan 964 1 091 1 092 (1)

Albany 186 210 183 27

Broome 69 69 71 (2)

Bunbury 202 208 194 14

Eastern Goldfields 103 103 94 9

Greenough 173 173 171 2

Karnet 134 134 131 3

Pardelup 66 72 59 13

Roebourne 141 141 110 31

Total Country 1 074 1 110 1 013 97

TOTAL 2 121 2 296 2 215 81

* excludes punishment and observation cells
** excludes infirmary which has capacity for 36 prisoners
*** Wooroloo’s capacity has temporarily reduced from 200 due to bushfire damage.

Table 4: Prison Accommodation as at June 26, 1997

The State’s prisons have little surplus capacity.

Source: Ministry of Justice

Assessment of the accommodation requirements of sentenced prisoners is

beyond the scope of this examination. However, MOJ advised that external

consultants, at the direction of Cabinet, have examined future prison

accommodation needs. MOJ and Government are currently considering the

results of the review.
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Accommodation Required

Prison accommodation is of three types: maximum, medium and minimum

security. Prisoners are classified on the same basis and may be

accommodated in prisons of equivalent or higher security rating.

Director General Prison Rules requires remand prisoners to be rated as

maximum-security and held in maximum-security prisons. The security

ratings can be reassessed in the event of accommodation shortfalls or for

welfare reasons. This is consistent with the Standard Guidelines for

Corrections in Australia, which recognises the need to categorise prisoners.

However, it does not recognise the enormous diversity of remand prisoners.

It also appears contrary to the spirit of the Guidelines for Corrections. Under

the Guidelines, the major principle when classifying prisoners is to place

prisoners in the lowest level of security for which they qualify.

As at June 26, 1997 only two of the 307 remand prisoners were in minimum-

security prisons. The decision to accommodate remand prisoners in

maximum-security prisons has cost implications for Government:

n the current daily cost of holding a remand prisoner in the metropolitan

area is $132 in maximum-security and $81 in minimum-security; and

n the cost of constructing a maximum-security remand prison is high

compared to the construction cost of a low security prison.
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A Remand Centre Watchtower
Maximum-security prison accommodation requires expensive security measures.

The examination found potential to detain more remand prisoners in less secure

prisons. Analysis of prison security assessments, bail requirements and trial

outcomes suggest a large proportion of remand prisoners are a low-security risk.

Director General Prison Rules specifies criteria for reassessing the security

rating of remand prisoners. These include whether; bail was granted and if

so the amount, the nature of the alleged offence, prior escape history and

prisoner attitude.

Amongst the prisoners at the Remand Centre, MOJ had assessed seven

per cent as maximum-security, sixty per cent as medium and one per cent

as minimum-security. Thirty two per cent were not given a security rating.

Court bail decisions suggest even greater proportions of remand prisoners are

a lower security risk. These decisions are based on factors such as seriousness

of the alleged offence and public safety. Using the amount of surety bail7 as a

basis of assessing security rating, 31 per cent of remand prisoners might be

rated as minimum-security and one per cent medium-security.

7 $0 to $10 000 – minimum; $10 000 to $50 000 – medium; and $50 000 or more or remanded in custody
– maximum-security.
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The remaining 68 per cent of prisoners were rated as maximum-security

as they were refused bail and remanded in custody. However, some prisoners

can be remanded in custody for minor offences such as driving without a

license and without further charges pending. These prisoners may not

warrant a maximum-security rating. It is not known how often this occurs.

Another indication of the potential to accommodate more remand prisoners

in lower security prisons is by trial outcome. Eighteen per cent of defendants

held in remand at the time of their conviction received a non-custodial

outcome indicating they may not have warranted a high security rating

whilst in remand. The security rating of these remand prisoners plus the

remaining convicted remand prisoners might be; 48 per cent minimum; 40

per cent medium and 12 per cent maximum-security8.

Table 5 summarises the security ratings profile using the above assessments.

Security Assigned Based Based on sentence

 rating rating on  bail at trial & subsequent rating

minimum 1% 31% 48%

medium 60% 1% 40%

maximum 7% 68% 12%

not rated 32%

Table 5: Remand prisoner security rating using different assessment methods
Many remand prisoners might be assessed as minimum-security.

Source: OAG

Detaining some remand prisoners in lower security prisons would also be

consistent with the findings of Lord Justice Woolf’s review of Prison Disturbances

in 1990 in England and Wales. The review found that most remand prisoners

were rated as medium-security but rather should be rated as minimum-security.

“This would allow more relaxed regimes and cost savings.”

The potential saving from placing more remand prisoners in low security

accommodation is significant. For instance, accommodating 30 per cent of

male metropolitan remand prisoners in lower security accommodation could

save $1.3 million per year. This would also reduce pressure on the

maximum-security Casuarina Prison.

8 Assuming the security rating of remand prisoners who received a custodial sentence is the same
proportion as the sentenced prison population.
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However, minimum-security remand prisoners may warrant a different

classification of prison than is currently in operation. At present, the only

minimum-security prisons operating in Western Australia are prison farms.

More stringent security arrangements may be appropriate for a low security

remand prison.

Potential to Reduce Remand Prisoners Numbers

About 18 per cent of remand prisoners are released on bail from the Remand

Centre within two days. Many prisoners are in custody only because of an

inability to promptly arrange bail. However, these prisoners still have to

undergo induction. The process involves being, strip-searched, deloused,

and interviewed by prison officers and medical staff.

Whilst the cost of processing, holding and releasing short term prisoners is

not great (about $100 000 per annum), it does indicate potential to:

n improve the bail process; and

n reduce anxiety and disruption to defendants, family members and

employers.

Figure 7: Prisoners released on bail from Remand Centre
Most prisoners are held in remand for only a short time.

Source: OAG
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The Legal Aid Commission and the police indicated that one reason for the

delay in arranging bail is because many defendants do not understand the

bail system. Consequently, they were unprepared to meet the terms of bail

following their court appearance and before being sent to prison.

To help overcome this, in May 1996 MOJ created the temporary position of

Bail Coordinator. The coordinator’s role includes assisting defendants to

arrange bail whilst in the lockup but if unsuccessful, then to help arrange

bail from remand. Prior to the appointment of the coordinator, no process

existed to assist defendants arrange bail. To date, the coordinator has been

fully occupied in assisting defendants in remand to arrange bail. The

coordinator has not been able to provide assistance to defendants while in

the lock-up.

A major bail problem faced by many remand prisoners is finding a person

with sufficient and appropriate assets to act as surety. Often the amount

involved is relatively small. Figure 8 shows that 25 per cent of surety bail

for prisoners in remand involved amounts of less than $1 000.

Figure 8: Surety bail requirements for remand prisoners

Twenty five per cent of prisoners eligible for bail have surety amounts of less than $1 000.

Source: OAG
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The Aboriginal Legal Service (ALS) advised that inability to obtain a

person to act as surety is a common problem for Aboriginal remand prisoners.

The ALS believes that bail more appropriate to Aboriginal culture is needed.

This comment was supported by the Police Service who advised that “specific

and inflexible requirements for sureties and fixed places of abode work

against certain groups, particularly indigenous and migrant groups”.

In South Australia, defendants unable to meet bail conditions are

automatically brought before the court within five days for their bail terms

to be reviewed. This provides the court with the opportunity to reconsider

the appropriateness of the bail in light of the defendant’s inability to meet

the requirements. In Western Australia there is no provision for this to

occur automatically. Remand Centre statistics revealed that about 55 per

cent of prisoners eligible for bail continue to be held after five days.

Prisoner Risk

Duty of Care

Assisting remand prisoners to arrange release on bail not only reduces the

demand for prison accommodation but also eases the Government’s duty of

care burden.

Prison life is, not surprisingly, difficult and potentially dangerous. The

Remand Centre in particular is overcrowded. Remand prisoners are often

unoccupied for most of the day. In this environment, prisoners are at risk

of assault and self-harm.

During 1996–97 16 assault charges were laid against prisoners at the

Remand Centre. Eight were for assaulting prison officers and eight were

for assaulting other prisoners.

Remand prisoners made eighteen suicide attempts between January 1, 1994

and March 31 1997, with remand prisoners more than twice as likely to be

involved in incidents of self-harm as sentenced prisoners. The alleged

offences of the prisoners who attempted suicide ranged from those of a minor

nature, such as driving without a license and possession of cannabis, to

more serious offences including murder and armed robbery.
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Some prisoners are particularly susceptible to injury and assault, such as

those unable to fend for themselves, the mentally impaired, the young and

those without allegiances amongst other prisoners.

Prison officers manage these risks by:

n monitoring prisoners at risk;

n placing prisoners in a segregated cell block when requested;

n transferring prisoners to other prisons; and

n imposing punitive measures on prisoners convicted of infringing prison

rules.

More serious offences against prison rules are dealt with by a visiting

Justice of the Peace.

Prison management and medical staff advise that reducing the risk of

assault, injury and stress amongst remand prisoners can be achieved by

reducing boredom and inactivity amongst remand prisoners.

Despite the Remand Centre providing some activities such as table tennis,

basketball, art and the use of a library, prisoners often choose to remain

unoccupied. Remand prisoners cannot be made to work and in any event,

work opportunities are limited and mostly menial. While the Remand

Centre has a small workshop it only employs six prisoners. Casuarina and

Bandyup Prisons have substantial prison industries but work is mostly

assigned to sentenced prisoners.

The provision of meaningful work opportunities is thought to have some

clear benefits:

n fewer injuries to prisoners from assault by other prisoners;

n reduced tension within the prison leading to lower prison staff costs

through reduced stress related or prisoner assault related sickness

absence and worker’s compensation payments; and

n assisting prisoners to obtain employment upon release by improving

their work skills. A 1995 prison census found that 74 per cent of remand

prisoners were unemployed prior to arrest.
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Prison Officer Performance

Proficiency of prison officers is essential if government is to effectively

discharge its duty of care responsibilities to remand prisoners and to

maintaining prison security. Prison officers need to be alert and trained in

early detection and management of risk situations. Skills particularly useful

include:

n communication skills that diffuse potential conflict situations;

n resuscitation and first aid skills to deal with self-harm and assault

victims;

n prisoner restraint; and

n firefighting and evacuation skills.

There is no doubt these skills are important. For instance, prison officers

helped prevent 18 suicides and minimised the impact of 83 other acts of self-

harm by remand prisoners between January 1, 1994 and March 31, 1997.

These skills are also important for staff welfare. Twenty per cent of time

lost by prison officers under workers compensation claims is attributable

to injuries occurring during assault and restraining prisoners. Related to

this is that most prison officers have not received updated restraint training.

These findings were made during an MOJ review in November 1996 to

determine the cause of increased workers compensation premium from

$2.84 million in 1995–96 to a forecast $6 million in 1997–98.

In January 1997, prison officer training levels were found inadequate by

an internal occupational health and safety audit using WORKSAFE WA

methodology. The audit rated training and risk assessment levels:

n training received a 30 per cent rating; and

n hazard identification, risk assessment and control received a 35 per

cent rating.

These ratings are well below the acceptable rating of 60 per cent.

Since the January 1997 review, training has commenced in cardio-

pulmonary resuscitation, handling prisoners with infectious diseases and

identifying prisoners at risk. However, prison management advises that
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often staff cannot attend training, as they are required for essential daily

functions. Other identified training needs including prisoner restraint,

emergency procedures and first aid have not been addressed.

Recommendations

n The Ministry and Government when considering future prison

requirements, investigate opportunities to accommodate

remand prisoners in lower security prisons.

n The Ministry:

q speed up arrangements by which defendants obtain bail

and thereby reduce the numbers in remand.

q investigate ways to provide remand prisoners with work

skills that will aid them to return to or find work on release.

q conduct a comprehensive skills assessment of prison

officers and provide training to address identified

deficiencies.
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Bail Defendant’s undertaking to attend court in return for release from custody.

Breach of Bail When the terms of bail are not met. Bail terms include attending court as

required and conditions that may be imposed such as reporting periodically

to a police station and not contacting specified persons. This examination

focused on when the defendant fails to attend court as required and the

court issues a warrant for arrest.

Director General Rules issued by the Director General of the Ministry of Justice that regulate

  Prison Rules the running of prisons.

Personal Undertaking A type of bail where no bail amount is set.

Personal Bail A type of bail with a set bail amount which the defendant agrees to forfeit if

bail is breached.

Personal Bail with A type of bail where the defendant and another person (surety) agree to

  Surety forfeit set bail amounts if bail is breached.

Police Lock-up Police Detention Centre used usually to hold arrested persons until their

court appearance.

Remand Centre A prison dedicated to the detention of remand prisoners. In Western

Australia there is one remand centre, which is located in the Perth

metropolitan area and holds only male prisoners.

Remand Prisoner Unsentenced prisoner. About 95 per cent are unconvicted and either

awaiting trial or completion of their trial. These prisoners have been either

remanded in custody by the court or are unable to meet bail requirements.

The remaining five per cent have been convicted and are awaiting sentence.

Surety A person (accepted by the court) who agrees to forfeit a set bail amount if

the defendant breaches bail.
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Performance Examination ReportsPerformance Examination Reports

Tabled

1995

Legal Aid Commission April 5, 1995

Police Department Operations Centre May 4, 1995

Management and Control of Minicomputer–based Systems in

  Western Australian Government Agencies May 23, 1995

Management of the Public Bank Account Investments August 23, 1995

Value for Money in TAFE August 30, 1995

Public Sector Travel

Corporate Card

Cabcharge Facilities September 19, 1995

Hospital Emergency Departments November 1, 1995

Contracting for Services November 22, 1995

Public Dental Services December 6, 1995

1996

Improving Road Safety May 1, 1996

The Internet and Public Sector Agencies June 19, 1996

Under Wraps! – Performance Indicators of Western Australian Hospitals August 28, 1996

Guarding the Gate – Physical Access Security Management within the

  Western Australian Public Sector September 24, 1996

For the Public Record – Managing the Public Sector’s Records October 16, 1996

Learning the Lessons – Financial Management in Government Schools October 30, 1996

Order in the Court – Management of the Magistrates’ Court November 12, 1996

1997

On Display – Public Exhibitions at: The Perth Zoo, The WA Museum and

  The Art Gallery of WA April 9, 1997

Bus Reform – Competition Reform of Transperth Bus Services June 25, 1997

Get Better Soon – The Management of Sickness Absence in the WA Public Sector August 27, 1997

On request these reports may be made available in an alternate format for those with visual impairment.


